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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this paper is to investigate the EGM method and the behavior of a solid particle suspended in a twodimensional rectangular cavity due to conjugate natural convection. A thermal lattice Boltzmann BGK model is implemented to
simulate the two dimensional natural convection and the particle phase was modeled using the Lagrangian–Lagrangian approach where
the solid particles are treated as points moving in the computational domain as a result of the fluid motion. Entropy generation due to
heat transfer irreversibility, isotherms, streamlines and Nusselt numbers were obtained and discussed. Total entropy generations in
various cases are also reported and optimum case is presented based on minimum entropy generation.
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INTRODUCTION
…. The objective of this study is to develop a Lagrangian-

Abolfazli and Alinejad [15] analyze the entropy
generation due to conjugate natural convection in an
enclosure. Baytas [16] presented a comprehensive analysis
on influence of Rayleigh number, Bejan number and
inclination angle on entropy generation for natural
convection in an inclined porous cavity. Transition criteria
for entropy reduction of convective heat transfer from
micropatterned surfaces were reported by Naterer [17].
Entropy generation in microchannel flow with presence of
nanosized phase change particles was investigated by
Alquaity et al. [18]. Vosoogh et al. [19] studied the effect of
nanofluid on entropy generation and pumping power in
coiled tube. Recently Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM)
has been developed as a new tool for simulating the fluid
flow, heat transfer and other complicated physical
phenomena. Compared with the traditional computational
fluid dynamics methods, the Lattice Boltzmann is a
mesoscopic approach based on the kinetic theory. It has
many advantages, such as simple coding, easy
implementation of boundary conditions, fully parallelism
and there is no explicit requirement of fluid pressure
calculation [20]. At present the applications of LBM have
achieved great success in multi phase flow, chemical
reaction flow, flow in porous medium, thermal
hydrodynamics, suspension particle flow and magneto
hydrodynamics. Chatterjee and Amiroudine [21] proved the
multiscale mesoscopic lattice Boltzmann methods to be an
efficient and inexpensive tool to simulate complex
thermofluidic phenomena. Guo and Zhao [22] conducted
the simulation for incompressible flow in porous media by
using LBM. D’Orazio et al. [23] and Shu et al. [24]

Lagrangian based numerical scheme to simulate the
behavior of solid particle in a rectangular cavity due to
conjugate natural convection. The problem of natural
convection in an enclosure has been a widespread topic of
research, due to its occurrence in industrial and
technological applications, such as electronic cooling [1,2],
cooling of the nuclear or chemical reactors [3,4] and the
heat and mass transfer processes in cryogenic fuel and
vertical storage tanks [5−11].
In these works, the regimes of convective heat transfer in
closed vertical volumes were analyzed in detail for the
conditions when the thermal fluxes supplied to the liquid
are uniformly distributed in the base zone and over the
bottom and lateral surfaces. The spatial and temporal
structure of convection at a sine distribution of the thermal
flux on the lateral wall of the vertical cylinder was
presented in [12]. The conjugate problem of natural
convection in a vertical tank partially filled with the liquid
was analyzed in [13] under the conditions of the supply of a
uniform heat flux to the external side of the lateral wall and
a simultaneous heat removal through the local sinks located
in the tank lateral wall. The mathematical modeling of
unsteady regimes of natural convection in a closed
cylindrical region with a heat-conducting shell of finite
thickness was carried out in [14]. Numerous studies of
various physical systems based on EGM are reported in
literature[15–19].
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Nomenclature
Be
g
n
Sh
Sf
Ns
Nul
Num
Pr
Ra
T

Velocitiess, m/s
Coordinattes, m
Greek Syymbols
Thermal ddiffusivity, m²s-¹
Dynamic viscosity, kg(m
ms)-¹
Dimensioonless temperatuure
Subscriptts
cold
fluid
hot
solid

u, v
x, y

Bejan
n number
Graviitational accelerration, m/s²
Norm
mal direction on
n a plane
Entro
opy generation due
d to heat tran
nsfer
Entro
opy generation due
d to fluid fricction
Dimeensionless total entropy generaation
Locall Nusselt numbeer
Mean
n Nusselt numbeer
Prand
dtl number
Rayleeigh number
Temp
perature, K

α
μ
θ
c
f
h
s

pperformed the numerical calculations for the natu
ural
cconvection in a cavity.
T
The scopes of this study are as
a follows:
ii) Implementiing Lattice Bo
oltzmann Metthod to simulate
fflow and therm
mal fields
iii) Evaluate thee simulations using
u
Rayleigh
h Number rangiing
ffrom 103 to 106 and compare the obtained results
r
iiii) Evaluate the
t simulationss using differeent thermal so
olid
rresistances
iiv) Applying the
t Second Neewton Law to trace
t
the positiion
oof the solid parrticle in cavity flow

Fig. 1. 2-D 9-velocity lattice (D2Q9) model

0,0
1,0 , 0, 1
1, 1

1)Lattice Bolltzmann meth
hod
The lattice kinetic theorry and especcially the lattice
B
Boltzmann meethod have beeen developed
d as significan
ntly
successful alteernative numeriical approachees for the solutiion
oof a wide classs of problems [25–27]. The LBM is deriv
ved
ffrom lattice gas
g methods and can be reg
garded as a fiirst
oorder explicit discretization of the Boltzm
mann equation in
pphase space. This
T
method (L
LBM) is a pow
werful numerical
ttechnique, based on kinetic th
heory, for simu
ulating fluid flo
ow
[29] and heat transfer
t
[30, 31
1], and has maany advantagess in
ccomparison with
w
conventio
onal CFD metthods mention
ned
ppreviously. In
n contrast wiith the classiccal macroscop
pic
N
Navier–Stokess (NS) appro
oach, the latttice Boltzmaann
m
method uses a mesoscopic simulation model
m
to simulate
ffluid flow [30]].
It uses mod
deling of the movement
m
of fluid particles to
ccapture macro
oscopic fluid quantities,
q
such
h as velocity and
a
ppressure. In thiis approach, th
he fluid domain
n is made discrete
iin uniform Carrtesian cells, each one of wh
hich holds a fix
xed
nnumber of Distribution Fun
nctions (DF) th
hat represent the
t
nnumber of fluid
f
particless moving in
n these discrete
ddirections. Hen
nce depending
g on the dimen
nsion and numb
ber
oof velocity direections, there are
a different models
m
that can be
uused. The present study exaamined two-diimensional (2--D)
fflow by a 2-D
D square latticce with nine velocities
v
(D2Q
Q9
m
model).
D
model are
a
The velocitty vectors … , of the D2Q9
shown in Figu
ure 1 For each velocity
v
vectorr, a particle DF
F is
stored. The vellocities of the D2Q9
D
model are:
a

0
1,2
2,3,4
5,6
6,7,8

where c = ∆x/∆t and k is the Latticee velocity direcction.
Thee LB model ussed in the pressent work is thhe same as
that em
mployed in [30].
Thee DFs are calculated byy solving thhe Lattice
Boltzm
mann Equatioon (LBE), which is a special
discretiization of thee kinetic Bolttzmann equatiion. After
introduucing Bhatnagaar–Gross–Kroook(BGK) apprroximation
, the Booltzmann equattion can be forrmulated as bellow [26]:
∆ ,

,

,

,

∆

∆
(1)

∆

wherre ∆t, , τ,
is the equilibbrium DF, and denote
the lattiice time step, tthe discrete latttice velocity inn direction
k, the llattice relaxatiion time, the eequilibrium DF
F, and the
externaal force in thhe direction oof the lattice velocity,
respectiively. In orderr to incorporatte buoyancy foorce in the
model, the force term
m in equation 1 needs to be calculated
in a verrtical direction((y) as follows:
3

g

(2)
(3)
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he Boussinesq approximation
n is
For natural convection, th
aapplied, and raadiation heat trransfer is negligible. To ensu
ure
tthat the code works
w
in the near
n
incompresssible regime, the
t
ccharacteristic velocity
v
of thee flow,
g ∆
,
ffor a natural convection
c
reg
gime must be small comparred
w
with the fluid speed
s
of sound
d.

Equati ons for entroppy generationn
Locaal entropy geneeration at eachh node, for theermal (Sh,i)
and flow
w fields(Sf,i ) arre given by [299–32]:
(13)

,

E
Equilibrium DFs
D are calculatted as:
∙

1

1
2

1
2

∙

,

1

(14)

(4)

,∅

where the weights
w
of
are
4/9
4
for k = 0,
1/9 for k = 1, 2, 3, 4 and
a
1/36 for k = 5, 6,, 7,
/√3 is the lattice speed
d of sound. The
T
8; and
m
macroscopic fluid
f
variable densities and velocities are
a
ccomputed as the first two moments of the distributiion
ffunctions for each
e
cell:
,

∅ 4
∆

The combined tottal entropy geeneration (Stottal) in the
cavity is given byy the summaation of totall entropy
generattion due to heeat transfer (SSh,total) and fluiid friction
(Sf,total),, which in tuurn are obtainned via integrrating the
spatial entropy generaation rates (Sh and Sf) over thhe domain
Ω.

(5)

Ω

Ω

,

,

,

This modeel is explained in more detaill in [32]. For th
he
ttemperature fieeld the g distrib
bution is as bellow:
g x
g

c ∆t, t
x, t

∆t

∆t
τ

g x,
xt

(6)

PHYS
SICAL MOD
DEL
The pphysical geom
metry considereed in this studyy is shown
in Figuure 2. We conssider the conjuugate natural cconvection
of a visscous incomprressible fluid inn a vertical ennclosure in
the pressence of a soliid with constannt hot temperaature
at
the leftt lateral and thhe right lateral surface of the enclosure
remainss constant cold temperrature ( ). External
boundaaries of the uppper and lowerr sides of enclosure are
thermallly insulated. It was assumedd that the therm
mophysical
propertties of the mateerial of solid aand gas are tem
mperatureindepenndent, and the flow regime iss laminar.

The corresp
ponding equilib
brium DFs forr fluid and sollid,
rrespectively, are
a defined as follows
f
[30]:
ω T 1

g

ω T

(16)

wherre Be number present the shhare of thermaal entropy
generattion.

g x, t

g

(15)

c ∙u
c

(7)
(8)

T
The temperatu
ure field is com
mputed as:
g

(9)

E
Evaluation off Nusselt num
mber and therm
mal resistancee:
Heat transfeer between hott and cold walls was computted
bby local and mean
m
Nusselt nu
umber which iss given as
1
(10)

1

Fig. 2. S
Solution region of the problem

(11)

and thermal resistance of solid
s
region is defined as belo
ow
;

1,2

,

NUME
ERICAL PR
ROCEDURE
The nnumerical sim
mulation was doone by an in-hhouse code
written in FORT
TRAN, using LBM. N
Numerical
investiggations were ccarried out for the following values of

(1
12)
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tthe dimensionlless parameters: 103<Ra<106, Pr=0.71. In the
t
nnumerical solu
ution algorithm
m the first step is to incorporate
tthe distribution
n function (DF
F) for both velo
ocity and therm
mal
ffield. The nex
xt steps are collision
c
and streaming
s
of the
t
pparticles via th
he distribution
n function. Waalls are placed on
tthe sides of th
he computation
nal domain. At
A the solid–flu
uid
iinterface, in th
he upper, f7, f4, f8, bottom, f6, f2, f5, left f5, f1, f8
aand right boun
ndary f6, f3, f7, are unknown
n and should be
specified for streaming. Am
mid-grid, boun
nce back, no-sslip
bboundary con
ndition is appllied to the ob
bstacle and wall
w
nnodes to determ
mine unknown
n distribution fu
unctions.
In order to use the thermaal boundary co
ondition over the
t
solid region, regarding
r
the difference
d
betw
ween equilibriu
um
D
DF and therm
mal diffusivity
y of the solid
d and fluid, the
t

continuuity of the heeat flux is reequired to sattisfy. The
comparrison of stream
mlines, isotheerms and meaan Nusselt
numberr at the interfacce between thee solid wall annd gaseous
cavity with previous work at diffeerent Rayleighh numbers
illustrattes a fine agreeement that has been obtained (Figure 3
and Tabble 1). As can bbe seen, isotheerms are aligneed with the
temperaature constant walls and slighhtly deviated bby the flow
in the cavity. This observation inndicate that thhe heat is
transferrred by heat coonduction in soolid and the ccontrolling
heat trransfer mechaanism changees from condduction to
convecttion in fluid rregion. Also, It should be nnoted that
there iss an excellent aagreement bettween the preseent results
and thee benchmark soolution by Varrol et al. [33] ((maximum
differennce is less thann 5%).

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. Comparison thee streamlines and isotherms
i
(a) Pressent study (b) Varool et al. Ref. [33]

Table 1
Mean Nu
usselt number vaalues for variouss Rayleigh numbbers.
Ra = 103

Present stud
dy
Varol et al. Ref. [33]

0.1 L
0.816
0.823

Ra = 104
0.2
2L
0.6
601
0.6
608

0.1 L
1.228
8
1.279
9

Ra = 105
0.2 L
0.642
0.673

R
RESULTS AND
A
DISCUT
TION

0.1 L
1.701
1.741

Ra = 106
0.2 L
0.939
0.951

0.1 L
2.184
2.228

0.22 L
0.9989
1.0034

on the vertical isothhermal left waall while the ssolid bend
them too the right walll. The isotherrms are perpenndicular to
the uppper and dow
wn walls due to insulated boundary
conditioon. In additionn, the isotherm
m labels decreease in the
right s olid region bby increasing the R1/R2 rattio. This
phenom
menon is beccause of the increasing of thermal
resistannce in the rright solid zzone. Figure 5 shows
Dimenssionless entroopy generation number annd Bejan
numberr as function of Rayleigh nnumber at fixeed thermal
resistannce. For lower Ra, entropy ggeneration is m
mainly due

A numerical study has beeen carried out to
t investigate the
t
cconjugate natu
ural convection
n and entropy
y generation in
n a
cclosed region. The effect off solid thermal resistance at Ra
=
=104 on the fllow and therm
mal field are sh
hown in Figuree 4
vvia streamlinees (on the lefft) and isotherrm lines (on the
t
rright).
The streamllines for Ra=104 in Figure 4 reveals that one
o
m
main circulatio
ons are formed
d.
The main circulation
c
celll occupies reg
gion between left
l
aand right verticcal wall. Isottherms are verttically distributted
39
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tto heat transfer. Thus, Bejan
n number decreeases and entro
opy
ggeneration inccrease by increeasing Ra num
mber. Figure 5 is
ggiven to com
mpare results of the fixed resistance with
w
ddifferent length (L) and th
hermal conductivity (k). As
eexpected accorrding to these results
r
it is visiible that chang
ges

in lenggth and therrmal conducttivity by keeeping the
resistannce fixed term
minate to the siimilar flow annd thermal
field. T
This event leads to the similarr entropy geneeration and
Bejan nnumber.

Fig
g. 4. Streamline for different solid th
hermal resistance aat Ra= 104 ,

0
0.1 ,

0.2

Fig. 5. Dimensio
onless entropy gen
neration number an
nd Bejan number aas function of Rayyleigh number at fiixed therma
resistance

Figurre 6 illustratess that the entroopy generation curve has
an apprroximately minnimum within tthe scope of 0.25< R1/R2
<1. At this point for a detailed analyysis of the pheenomenon,

Figure 6 sh
hows the Dim
mensionless en
ntropy generatiion
nnumber as fu
unction of theermal resistan
nce for differeent
R
Rayleigh numb
ber.
40
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tthe averaged Nusselt nu
umber and vertical
v
veloccity
m
magnitude werre observed.

decreassing the Nusseelt number the heat flux ratioo in to the
fluid zoone and also the velocity m
magnitude of ffluid flow
decreasses and terminaate to generate minimum entrropy.
In thhis section thhe behavior of solid partticle in a
rectanggular cavity duue to conjugatee natural conveection was
investiggated. The fu
fundamental thheory of fluuid-particle
correlattion has been sstudied by manny researchers tto find out
the relaationship of paarticle trajectorries to the fluidd paths. In
this papper the approaach used for thhe fluid particcle flow is
Lagranggian-Lagrangiaan method. Paarticles charactteristics in
the cavvity can be speecified by the iinitial particless position,
the inittial particles veelocity and thee velocity of thhe fluid at
particlee position. Thee fluid velocitty in the systeem can be
obtaineed by calculatiing Reynolds number of thee particles
with:

(a)

̅

(17)

is the R
Reynolds Num
mber of Particle, is the
Wheere
fluid deensity, d is thhe diameter off particle, iss the fluid
velocityy, is the jth pparticle velocityy and is the kinematic
viscositty. The mass oof particle andd the equation of motion
for the j th particle:
(b)
Fig. 6. Dimeensionless entropy generation numbeer as function of
nce for different Ra
a
thermal resistan

(18)

Table 2 and
d Figure 7 exhib
bit that the Nu
usselt number and
a
tthe velocity have
h
a minim
mum magnitud
de at R1/R2=0
0.5.
T
These results confirm
c
each other.

Figurre 8 presents thhe flow starts ffrom rest, withh a slightly
floatingg sphere particcle placed at thhe top of the ccavity. An
initial ttransient moveement of the particle shows bbefore the
liquid fflow settles too a steady staate. Locally thhe particle
tracks align closely with the fluuid streamliness. As the
Rayleiggh number incrreases, result sshows the partticle orbits
are not smoothly disttributed withinn the cavity. Thhe particle
trajectoories agree wiith the paths of the passivve tracers
caused by the unsteaady flow. This behavior ressults from
forces pulling the macroscopic sphere towarrds to its
preferenntial paths.
This re sult indicates tthat an increasse in the speed can cause
the partticle to move sslightly out of the rotation annd become
a passiive tracer. A
As Rayleigh nnumber increaases from
Ra=103 to 106, partiicle paths exhhibits competinng trends.
Moreovver, spiraling trajectories uunroll more aand more
rapidly . Particle tendss to cluster moore and more tightly with
in a ppreferential orrbital annulus. This annuluus moves
towardss the peripheryy of the cavity.

Fig. 7. Velocity profiles on thee x-direction for different
d
thermal
resistancce at Ra=104

Ta
able 2
The predicted mean
m
Nusselt num
mber for simulatting 2-D conjugaate
natural convection in a square cavity att Ra= 104.
R1/R2
0.25
0.5
1.5
3
5
1
Over the
761 1.332124 1.4109231.5139
1
17
1.258702 1.1767
left wall
Over the
1.168090 1.0495
577 1.270756 1.372554
1
1.4966
672
right wall

Conclu
usion
Entroopy generationn due to connjugate laminaar natural
convecttion and parrticle trajectorry in an encclosure is
numericcally predictedd by using Latttice Boltzmannn Method
(LBM) .
In coomparison witth conventionaal CFD methoods, using
LBM inn this problem
m has many advvantages, such as having

These conseequences are co
onsistent with the
t fact that by
y
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a simple calcullation procedurre, an easy to simulate
s
compllex
ggeometries an
nd boundary conditions. To
T illustrate the
t
fflexibility off the method
d, various parameters
p
weere
iinvestigated. In
I conclusion, some of the main points are
a
bbriefly remarkeed:
I. Bejan
n number decreases with
h increasing of
Rayleigh number. On the con
ntrary, Rayleiigh
numb
ber enhances the heat traansfer and to
otal
entro
opy generation rate.

II..

Thermal rresistance raatio has a minimum
magnitude aat R1/R2 = 0.5.
IIII. The minim
mum magnituude of meann Nusselt
number andd velocity occurr at the R1/R2 = 0.5.
IV
V. As the Rayyleigh numberr increases solid particle
paths exhibiit competing trrends.
V.. Solid particcle trajectoriess unroll more and more
rapidly, acrooss the lateral sswaths of the fflow.

Ra=103

Ra=1004

Ra=105
Ra=1006
Fig. 8. Trajectory
T
of a solid particle at differrent Rayleigh numb
mber

R
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